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Higher Density Solutions
UNIQUE HIGH DENSITY PRODUCT AND DESIGN OPTIONS 

SpeedCell maximizes your warehouse space using high-strength columns that are suspended within 

your existing selective rack or wide span rack systems. 

The columns provide higher selectivity which allow for more pick facings and greater SKU density 

while significantly reducing travel and picking times. 

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:    13 OZ

CAPACITY PER COLUMN: 240 LB

CAPACITY PER CELL:  35 LB

WIDTHS:   12”, 18”, 24”

DEPTHS:   12”, 19”

CELLS PER COLUMN:  4 - 12

FEATURES

- High-strength, non-fraying fabric columns 

- Built-in label holders

- Fire, mold and rust resistant material 

- Up to three (3) columns deep and twelve (12) 

columns wide per 144” bay

- Operates in temperatures from -20 to 180 

degrees Fahrenheit 

- Fits any type of beam

Designed to fit any beam type, a galvanized steel track system is configured into your 

existing storage system and allows the columns to hang and easily move from side to side 

for higher accessibility to rear columns. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

- Ecommerce

- Retail

- 3PL

- Distribution Centers

SpeedCell provides high-density by utilizing unused flue 

space within your racks which saves you time and money

SPEEDCELL
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CANTILEVER DOWN-AISLE STORAGE

CANTILEVER RACK WITH DECKING

Cantilever rack can be used with wire decking to 

allow for storage in an entire aisle and not have 

any beams or uprights in the way.

Typically, this solution can be configured for 20” - 

24” deep, allowing for a maximum of 5’ in length.

The wire decking can be customized to be turned 

up in the back to prevent products from falling.

Often used in the apparel industry for clothing and shoes, cantilever rack can be outfitted with wire decking 

or garment hangers to provide higher density down-aisle. 

This is done by flipping the uprights 90 degrees so they go down the aisle instead of cross aisle, providing 

continuous aisle storage and higher density than typical selective rack or cantilever rack applications. 

CANTILEVER RACK WITH GARMENT HANGERS

This solution is ideal for the apparel industry to store 

and hang clothing of various sizes. 

The cantilever design keeps merchandize neat and 

organized with high selectivity and accessibility of 

products. 


